<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CRAAP Criteria</strong></th>
<th><strong>All About Explorers – “Lewis &amp; Clark”</strong></th>
<th><strong>National Archives – “Lewis &amp; Clark Expedition”</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Currency**      | • Large range of copyright dates 2006-2017  
                    • Historical Information- older copyright date acceptable  
                    • Links function | • Last reviewed Sep. 7, 2016  
                    • Historical Information – older copyright date acceptable  
                    • Links Function |
| **Relevance**     | • Information about Lewis & Clark  
                    • Content at appropriate level  
                    • Audience: Students | • Information about Lewis & Clark  
                    • Content at appropriate level  
                    • Audience: Students/Teachers |
| **Authority**     | • No author provided  
                    • .com site  
                    • No contact/sponsor information | • Author provided- H.S. teacher  
                    • .gov site  
                    • Contact/sponsor information provided |
| **Accuracy**      | • Informal tone  
                    • Information NOT accurate and does NOT match what I know/have learned about this topic  
                    • Contradictory information | • Academic tone  
                    • Information supported by evidence  
                    • List of References  
                    • Links to images of primary sources |
| **Purpose**       | • Unclear because of silly inaccuracies in information...Is this a joke?  
                    • Information not cited | • To inform – objective/no bias  
                    • Information supported by evidence |
| **Summary**       | • Site lacks proper citation information  
                    • Information is inaccurate and **NOT appropriate for research** | • Site provides proper citation information  
                    • Information accurate and **appropriate for research** |